AUTUMN 2021

Professional Development & Revision
GCSE & A-level

LANGUAGES
Live • On-Demand • Bespoke
Discover our suite of teacher training
and revision opportunities inside that
will inspire and boost confidence.
Access and engage anytime, anywhere.

DISCOVER YOUR DISCOUNT CODES INSIDE >

Why book with us?
At Hodder Education, we work closely with schools,
authors and trainers to create high-quality on-demand
packs and deliver exceptional teacher training.
Delivered by trainers that you know and trust
Over 7,000 teachers trusted us with their
CPD requirements last year
Programmes built around the DfE’s standard for
teachers’ professional development framework
All online events are shared with you to watch
whenever, wherever, for up to 6-months.
We know that every classroom need is different which is
why we have expanded our opportunities to ensure you
and your students can access our Languages training and
revision in a way that works for you.
All of our events are not official exam board events and therefore the views and messages shared are not representative of
the exam boards. For more information about the syllabuses and official events, please visit the relevant websites.

20%
off

e

BUILD YOUR OWN EVENT
Host a bespoke event (either in-school or
online) and invite local schools or centres
in your academy chain to attend. Visit
hoddereducation.co.uk/bespoke-events
to find out more.
CPD RESOURCE PACKS & ON-DEMAND
STUDENT WEBINARS
Our instantly downloadable packs and
On-Demand Student Webinars are a fantastic way
to access training/revision anytime and anywhere,
meaning you and your students can take control
of your learning at a time and place that suits you.
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HOW TO BOOK
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REGIONAL EVENTS
Following the latest COVID-secure
*
di
guidelines, our regional workshops
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are developed and delivered by the
leading experts that you know and trust.
Visit hoddereducation.co.uk/COVID-secure for
our up-to-date plans for keeping you safe.
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Live events and On-Demand
Packs from Hodder Education
ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOPS AND
WEBINARS
Take part in interactive live CPD that’s core
focus is on improving and evaluating student
outcomes. Can’t attend live? You can still book!
All registered teachers receive both recordings
to watch as many times as you want, for up to
6 months.

MULTI-WEBINAR SAVINGS!**
Buy 1 webinar and get a
second for half price

PROMO CODE TO USE

WI0009040

Buy 2 webinars, get a 3rd free

WF0008815

Buy 3 webinars, get a 4th free

WB0000460

*Terms and conditions apply. UK and European educational
establishments only. Orders must be placed by 03/10/2021 using
discount code WX0005011. This discount code is not valid in
conjunction with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively.
Discount only applies to Teacher Training days and excludes Teacher
Webinars, Student Webinars and Conferences.
**Terms and Conditions apply. UK and European educational
establishments only. Orders must be placed by 31/12/2021 using the
relevant discount code. This discount code is not valid in conjunction
with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively. Discount
applies to Webinars only and excludes all other types of products.

hoddereducation.co.uk/LanguagesAutumn2021

01295 222777
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ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

Building strong foundations in KS3
to meet the challenges of GCSE
Languages

RELEVANT FOR ALL
Session 1
Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

What will change?
• Vocabulary canons
• Phonic awareness
• Revised assessment objectives

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Ready for the new GCSE assessment objectives 1
and 2
• Listening and reading skills
• Dictation skills
• Teaching reading aloud
• Spontaneous comprehension

Revitalise your KS3 Languages curriculum in order to lay firm
foundations for success in GCSE. Join experienced trainer Tim
Guilford for a two-part workshop which will explore practical
strategies for planning and teaching KS3 to support student
progress into GCSE.

5.30pm

Session ends

• Discuss how a strong curriculum at KS3 can encourage students
to choose Languages at GCSE and improve outcomes
• Explore teaching strategies that will help build skills and develop
programmes of study during KS3 that will lay the groundwork for
success at GCSE
• Receive guidance on how to plan and create your scheme of work
for KS3
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

KS3

3.30pm

Workshop leader: Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Tuesday, 2nd November 2021
Session 2 – Thursday, 11th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL021121

KS3

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Ready for the new GCSE assessment objective 3
• Teaching a fixed vocabulary canon
• Flexible and responsive use of language
• Teaching grammatical patterns

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Planning a scheme of work
• Keep, Ditch, Adapt?
• Approaches to resourcing
• Planning with an uncertain end in mind

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

AQA GCSE (9–1) French, German and
Spanish: Supporting your students
ahead of the 2022 exams

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• Glossed vocabulary
• Firming up the foundations

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking – the approach for 2022
• How it will work for 2022
• Building the skills in class
• Using high frequency language

5.30pm

Session ends

Workshop leaders: Stuart Glover and Tim Guilford

AQA GCSE

Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 6th October 2021
Session 2 – Wednesday, 13th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL061021
Prepare your students for success in the 2022 AQA GCSE French,
German and Spanish exams. In this two-part online workshop,
subject specialists Stuart Glover and Tim Guilford will provide
practical advice and effective strategies for supporting your
cohort this year.
• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Building writing skills fast
• Dealing with each task correctly
• Maximising marks with a strategic approach

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

• Understand how to build students’ skills in speaking, writing,
comprehension and translation
• Explore how to help all students maximise their marks in each skill
area

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

How to achieve grades 8 and 9 in
AQA GCSE (9–1) French, German and
Spanish
Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 24th November 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 29th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: LAN241121
Stretch and challenge your high-achieving students so they can
secure top grades in AQA GCSE French, German and Spanish.
Led by subject specialists, Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington, this
two-part online workshop will:
• Discuss how to cater effectively to your high-achieving languages
students and meet their needs

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

What can go wrong and how to stop it happening
• Lost marks
• Missed opportunities
• High impact fixes

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Success leads to more success
• Motivation in mixed ability groups
• Widening the skill set
• Meeting the needs of the most able

5.30pm

Session ends

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Where next?
• Convincing reasons to do A-level languages
• Getting them A-level ready
• Languages for real

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

The key points for each paper
• Speaking – top marks
• Comprehension – top marks
• Writing and translation – top marks

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

• Explore what can go wrong in the exam and how to help students
avoid common mistakes
• Examine each paper – speaking, writing, comprehension and
translation – and how students can target top marks

HOW TO BOOK

GCSE

Session 1

Workshop leaders: Karine Harrington and Tim Guilford
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GCSE

hoddereducation.co.uk/LanguagesAutumn2021

01295 222777

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACKS

AQA

GCSE

AQA GCSE French, German and Spanish: Guided
Assessment Practice Packs
Authors: Denise Currie, Wanda Marshall and Tim Guilford
These new Guided Assessment Practice Packs will provide you with time-saving,
downloadable resources that will ensure your students continue to develop the skills and
techniques required for course success, and beyond.
Accessible, thorough and packed with practical advice from experts, these packs guide
students through each exam paper in order to understand how to target marks, identify
common pitfalls and avoid them.

AQA GCSE

Each pack includes:
• Audio recordings to build listening skills for Paper 1
• A set of exam papers for students to work with
• Teacher versions of each paper, including transcripts and sample answers
• A PowerPoint for each paper, enhanced with audio from an experienced examiner which
takes the students through the material

£150 + VAT each • Digital downloads
9781398345652 AQA GCSE French Guided Assessment Practice Pack
9781398345768 AQA GCSE German Guided Assessment Practice Pack
9781398345614 AQA GCSE Spanish Guided Assessment Practice Pack

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

Supporting your students ahead of the
2022 exams: Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9–1) French, Spanish and German

PEARSON EDEXCEL
Session 1
Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• Glossed vocabulary
• Firming up the foundations

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking – the approach for 2022
• How it will work for 2022
• Building the skills in class
• Using high frequency language

Prepare your students for success in the 2022 Pearson Edexcel
GCSE French, German and Spanish exams. In this two-part
online workshop, subject specialists Bethan McHugh and Tim
Guilford will provide practical advice and effective strategies for
supporting your cohort this year.

5.30pm

Session ends

• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.30pm

Building writing skills fast
• Dealing with each task correctly
• Maximising marks with a strategic approach

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

• Understand how to build students’ skills in speaking, writing,
comprehension and translation
• Explore how to help all students maximise their marks in each skill
area

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815

PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE

3.30pm

Workshop leaders: Bethan McHugh and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Monday, 4th October 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 11th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL041021

GCSE
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ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL

How to achieve grades 8 and 9 in
Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) French,
German and Spanish

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

What can go wrong and how to stop it happening
• Lost marks
• Missed opportunities
• High impact fixes

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Success leads to more success
• Motivation in mixed ability groups
• Widening the skill set
• Meeting the needs of the most able

5.30pm

Session ends

Workshop leaders: Karine Harrington and Tim Guilford

PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE

Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 10th November 2021
Session 2 – Thursday, 18th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: LAN101121
Stretch and challenge your high-achieving students so they can
secure top grades in Pearson Edexcel GCSE French, German and
Spanish.
Led by subject specialists, Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington, this
two-part online workshop will:
• Discuss how to cater effectively to your high-achieving languages
students and meet their needs
• Explore what can go wrong in the exam and how to help students
avoid common mistakes
• Examine each paper – speaking, writing, comprehension and
translation – and how students can target top marks

GCSE

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Where next?
• Convincing reasons to do A-level languages
• Getting them A-level ready
• Languages for real

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

The key points for each paper
• Speaking – top marks
• Comprehension – top marks
• Writing and translation – top marks

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACKS

PEARSON EDEXCEL

GCSE

Pearson Edexcel GCSE French, German and
Spanish: Guided Assessment Practice Packs
Authors: Denise Currie, Wanda Marshall and Tim Guilford
Access time-saving, downloadable resources that will ensure your students continue to
develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and beyond.
Accessible, thorough and packed with practical advice from experts, these new Guided
Assessment Practice Packs take students through each exam paper to explore how to
target marks and identify and avoid common pitfalls in order to improve their performance.
Each pack includes:
• Audio recordings to build listening skills for Paper 1
• A set of exam papers for students to work with
• Teacher versions of each paper, including transcripts and sample answers
• A PowerPoint for each paper, enhanced with audio from an experienced examiner which
takes the students through the material

£150 + VAT each • Digital downloads
9781398345676 Pearson Edexcel GCSE French Guided Assessment Practice Packs
9781398345720 Pearson Edexcel GCSE German Guided Assessment Practice Packs
9781398345638 Pearson Edexcel GCSE Spanish Guided Assessment Practice Packs

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.
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ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

How to support your students ahead
of the 2022 exams for Cambridge
IGCSE French, Spanish and German

CAMBRIDGE

IGCSE

Session 1
Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• Vocabulary building
• Firming up the foundations

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Prepare your students for success in the 2022 Cambridge IGCSE
French, German and Spanish exams with this two-part online
workshop delivered by subject specialists Bethan McHugh and
Tim Guilford.

Speaking – the approach for 2022
• How it will work for 2022
• Building the skills in class
• Using high frequency language

5.30pm

Session ends

• Discuss how to refocus your teaching on exams and exam skills
after TAGs

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.30pm

Building writing skills fast
• Dealing with each task correctly
• Maximising marks with a strategic approach

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Different task types

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

Workshop leaders: Bethan McHugh and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Thursday, 14th October 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 1st November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL141021

• Understand how to make sure your students feel confident that
they can maximise their marks
• Learn how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, writing, and comprehension
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

Supporting your students ahead of
the 2022 exams: Pearson Edexcel
International GCSE French, Spanish
and German

Session 2

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL

GCSE

Session 1
Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• Vocabulary building
• Firming up the foundations

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking – the approach for 2022
• How it will work for 2022
• Building the skills in class
• Using high frequency language

Lead your cohort to success in the 2022 Pearson Edexcel
International GCSE French, German and Spanish exams with this
two-part online workshop delivered by subject specialists Bethan
McHugh and Tim Guilford.

5.30pm

Session ends

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

• Discuss how to refocus your teaching on exams and exam skills
after TAGs

3.35pm

Building writing skills fast
• Dealing with each task correctly
• Maximising marks with a strategic approach

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and grammar test
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Dealing with the grammar test

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

Workshop leader: Bethan McHugh and Tim Guilford

• Understand how to make sure your students feel confident ahead
of each paper to maximise their performance
• Learn how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, writing, comprehension and grammar
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

Session 2

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE

3.30pm

Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 13th October 2021
Session 2 – Thutrsday, 21st October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MLA131021

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE

3.30pm
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ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level French: Supporting your
students ahead of the 2022 exams
Workshop leaders: Denise Currie and Vanessa Salter
Online: Session 1 – Thursday, 14th October 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 18th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: FRA141021
Provide your students with the best possible support ahead of
their 2022 exams for AQA A-level French. In this two-part online
workshop, subject specialists Denise Currie and Vanessa Salter
will provide practical guidance and strategies for leading your
cohort to success this year.
• Discuss how to refocus on exams and exam skills after TAGs
• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively, so students who have not sat GCSE exams are
prepared for assessment at A-level
• Explore how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, film and literature, comprehension and translation – in
order to maximise their performance
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• The legacy of TAGs
• The basics matter

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking
• The card discussion
• Developing research skills
• IRP discussion preparation

5.30pm

Session ends

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.30pm

Literature and film
• Questions about characters
• Questions about themes
• Questions about style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level Spanish: Supporting your
students ahead of the 2022 exams
Workshop leaders: Denise Currie and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Thursday, 14th October 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 18th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: SPA141021
Provide your students with the best possible support ahead of
their 2022 exams for AQA A-level Spanish. In this two-part online
workshop, subject specialists Denise Currie and Tim Guilford will
provide practical guidance and strategies for leading your cohort
to success this year.
• Discuss how to refocus on exams and exam skills after TAGs
• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively, so students who have not sat GCSE exams are
prepared for assessment at A-level
• Explore how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, film and literature, comprehension and translation – in
order to maximise their performance
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.
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HOW TO BOOK

A-LEVEL

A-LEVEL

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• The legacy of TAGs
• The basics matter

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking
• The card discussion
• Developing research skills
• IRP discussion preparation

5.30pm

Session ends

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.30pm

Literature and film
• Questions about characters
• Questions about themes
• Questions about style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

hoddereducation.co.uk/LanguagesAutumn2021

01295 222777

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

Achieving A/A* in AQA A-level French,
German and Spanish

AQA

A-LEVEL

Session 1
Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

The kind of student
• Their needs
• University readiness
• Native speakers

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Top marks in Paper 1
• Comprehension beyond vocabulary
• Translation skills
• Summary skills

• Understand how to provide effective support for your highachieving students – including native speakers – that meets their
needs

5.30pm

Session ends

• Discuss the exam requirements and how to target top marks in
each paper

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.30pm

Top marks in Paper 2
• Writing a focused essay
• Chasing every mark
• Dealing with style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Top marks in Paper 3
• Answering the questions on the card
• The IRP research skills and choice of topic
• How teachers can help
• Conducting the test to perfection

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

Workshop leaders: Karine Harrington and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Friday, 12th November 2021
Session 2 – Tuesday, 16th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: LAN121121
Help your high-achieving students target top grades in AQA
A-level French, German and Spanish with this two-part online
workshop.

Session 2

• Receive expert advice and guidance from experienced trainers
and subject specialists Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACKS

AQA

AQA A-LEVEL

3.30pm

A-LEVEL

AQA A-level French, German and Spanish:
Guided Assessment Practice Packs
Authors: Denise Currie, Vanessa Salter and Tim Guilford
Access time-saving, downloadable resources that will ensure your students continue to
develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and beyond.
Accessible, thorough and packed with practical advice from experts, these new Guided
Assessment Practice Packs take students through each exam paper in order to understand
how to target marks, identify common pitfalls and avoid them.
Each pack includes:
• Audio recordings for listening practice
• A set of exam papers for students to work with
• Teacher versions of each paper, including transcripts and sample answers
• A PowerPoint for each paper, enhanced with audio from an experienced examiner which
takes the students through the material

£150 + VAT each • Digital downloads
9781398345669 AQA A-level French Guided Assessment Practice Pack
9781398345751 AQA A-level German Guided Assessment Practice Pack
9781398345621 AQA A-level Spanish Guided Assessment Practice Pack

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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STUDENT RESOURCE PACKS

AQA

A-LEVEL

AQA A-level French and Spanish Thematic Update
Packs

AQA EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Authors: Karine Harrington and Tim Guilford
Provide your students with access to our instantly downloadable Thematic Updates
Packs for AQA A-level French and Spanish that will focus on the latest themes and subthemes to ensure their knowledge is up-to-date and current, enabling them to deliver
confident critical and analytical responses.
These packs will provide a theme-by-theme update for the 2021-22 academic year with key
information for students, alongside a set of sample speaking cards for extra practice. The
packs will include data, information and analysis in a ready-to-use form for teachers that
NEW
fosters student independence.
For each sub-theme there will be:
• Key information for students to learn
• Speaking cards with worked, recorded answers to give them practice
• A power-point presentation for teachers to use in class

£100 + VAT each • Digital downloads
AQA A-level French Thematic Updates Packs 1–4 • Coming Autumn 2021/Spring 2022
AQA A-level Spanish Thematic Updates Packs 1–4 • Coming Autumn 2021/Spring 2022

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.
More information coming soon!
Sign up for Languages eUpdates to stay up-to-date –
visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/eupdates

AQA / PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA/PEARSON EDEXCEL

Supporting your students ahead of the
2022 exams: AQA and Pearson Edexcel
A-level German

Provide your students with the best possible support ahead of
their 2022 exams for AQA and Pearson Edexcel A-level German.
In this two-part online workshop, subject specialists Wanda
Marshall and Vanessa Salter will provide practical guidance and
strategies for leading your cohort to success this year.
• Discuss how to refocus on exams and exam skills after TAGs
• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively, so students who have not sat GCSE exams are
prepared for assessment at A-level
• Explore how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, film and literature, comprehension and translation – in
order to maximise their performance
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.
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Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• The legacy of TAGs
• The basics matter

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking
• The card discussion
• Developing research skills
• IRP discussion preparation

5.30pm

Session ends

Workshop leaders: Wanda Marshall and Vanessa Salter
Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 13th October 2021
Session 2 – Thursday, 21st October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL131021

HOW TO BOOK

A-LEVEL

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Literature and film
• Questions about characters
• Questions about themes
• Questions about style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

hoddereducation.co.uk/LanguagesAutumn2021

01295 222777

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• The legacy of TAGs
• The basics matter

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking
• The card discussion
• Developing research skills
• IRP discussion preparation

5.30pm

Session ends

Workshop leaders: Vanessa Salter and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Monday, 18th October 2021
Session 2 – Wednesday, 3rd November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL181021
Provide your students with the best possible support ahead of
their 2022 exams for Pearson Edexcel A-level French. In this
two-part online workshop, subject specialists Vanessa Salter and
Tim Guilford will provide practical guidance and strategies for
leading your cohort to success this year.
• Discuss how to refocus on exams and exam skills after TAGs
• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively, so students who have not sat GCSE exams are
prepared for assessment at A-level
• Explore how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, film and literature, comprehension and translation – in
order to maximise their performance
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Literature and film
• Questions about characters
• Questions about themes
• Questions about style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL
Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Dealing with the knowledge gap
• Expectations for 2022
• The legacy of TAGs
• The basics matter

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Speaking
• The card discussion
• Developing research skills
• IRP discussion preparation

5.30pm

Session ends

Workshop leaders: Bethan McHugh and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 20th October 2021
Session 2 – Thursday, 4th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL201021
Provide your students with the best possible support ahead of
their 2022 exams for Pearson Edexcel A-level Spanish. In this
two-part online workshop, subject specialists Bethan McHugh
and Tim Guilford will provide practical guidance and strategies for
leading your cohort to success this year.
• Discuss how to refocus on exams and exam skills after TAGs
• Discover how to address gaps in student learning quickly and
effectively, so students who have not sat GCSE exams are
prepared for assessment at A-level
• Explore how to help students build their skills in the key areas –
speaking, film and literature, comprehension and translation – in
order to maximise their performance
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

A-LEVEL

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Literature and film
• Questions about characters
• Questions about themes
• Questions about style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Comprehension and translation
• The skills needed and how to build them quickly
• Translation in both directions

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Supporting your students ahead of the
2022 exams: Pearson Edexcel A-level
Spanish

A-LEVEL

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Supporting your students ahead of the
2022 exams: Pearson Edexcel A-level
French

PEARSON EDEXCEL
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PEARSON EDEXCEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level French,
German and Spanish: How to achieve
A/A* grades

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

The kind of student
• Their needs
• University readiness
• Native speakers

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Top marks in Paper 1
• Comprehension beyond vocabulary
• Translation skills
• Summary skills

5.30pm

Session ends

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Workshop leaders: Stuart Glover and Vanessa Salter
Online: Session 1 – Wednesday, 3rd November 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 8th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: MFL031121
Help your high-achieving students target top grades in Pearson
Edexcel A-level French, German and Spanish with this two-part
online workshop.
• Understand how to provide effective support for your highachieving students – including native speakers – that meets their
needs

Session 2
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

• Discuss how to help students build their skills and confidence so
they can target top marks in each paper

3.35pm

Top marks in Paper 2
• Writing a focused essay
• Chasing every mark
• Dealing with style and technique

4.30pm

Mini break or activity

4.35pm

Top marks in Paper 3
• Answering the questions on the card
• The IRP research skills and choice of topic
• How teachers can help
• Conducting the test to perfection

5.25pm

Review and reflect

5.30pm

Course ends

• Receive expert advice and guidance from experienced trainers
and subject specialists Stuart Glover and Vanessa Salter
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

ON-DEMAND STUDENT WEBINAR

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

A-LEVEL

PEARSON EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL

The On-Demand Guide to Pearson Edexcel
A-level Arabic, Greek, Gujarati, Japanese, Persian,
Portuguese, Turkish and Urdu
Webinar leader: Denise Currie
Download this essential guide to success in Pearson Edexcel A-level Arabic,
Greek, Gujarati, Japanese, Persian, Portuguese, Turkish and Urdu, designed
to support students and teachers.

NEW

Delivered in English by languages specialist, Denise Currie, this pre-recorded webinar
lasts approximately 1 hour and is packed full of practical advice and guidance to help build
confidence, knowledge and skills.
• For students: this essential guide will examine the question types for each paper, to boost
your confidence ahead of assessment and maximise your performance
• For teachers: use this resource to understand how you can guide your students
effectively and target your teaching to maximum effect to improve outcomes

£50 + VAT • Digital download
9781398361232 • The On-Demand Guide to Pearson Edexcel A-level Arabic, Greek,
Gujarati, Japanese, Persian, Portuguese, Turkish and Urdu (pre-recorded student webinar)
Coming Autumn 2021

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.

What’s covered?
Succeed in Paper 1
• Translating into English to get all
the marks
• Reading Comprehension
• Dealing with the research task
Succeed in Paper 2
• How to translate from English
into another language
• How to study literature and film
• How to write a great essay
Succeed in Paper 3
• Listening comprehension skills
• Summary skills
• The synoptic task
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GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACKS

PEARSON EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level French, German and
Spanish: Guided Assessment Practice Packs
Authors: Denise Currie, Vanessa Salter and Tim Guilford
Access time-saving, downloadable resources that will ensure your students continue to
develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and beyond.

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Accessible, thorough and packed with practical advice from experts, these new Guided
Assessment Practice Packs take students through each exam paper in order to understand
how to target marks, identify common pitfalls and avoid them.
Each pack includes:
• Audio recordings for listening practice
• A set of exam papers for students to work with
• Teacher versions of each paper, including transcripts and sample answers
• A PowerPoint for each paper, enhanced with audio from an experienced examiner which
takes the students through the material

£150 + VAT each • Digital downloads
9781398345683 Pearson Edexcel A-level French Guided Assessment Practice Pack
9781398345713 Pearson Edexcel A-level German Guided Assessment Practice Pack
9781398345645 Pearson Edexcel A-level Spanish Guided Assessment Practice Pack

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.

STUDENT RESOURCE PACKS

PEARSON EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level French and Spanish
Thematic Updates Packs
Authors: Karine Harrington and Tim Guilford

These packs will provide a theme-by-theme update for the 2021-22 academic year with key
information for students, alongside a set of sample speaking cards for extra practice. The
packs will include data, information and analysis in a ready-to-use form for teachers that
fosters student independence.

NEW

For each sub-theme there will be:
• Key information for students to learn
• Speaking cards with worked, recorded answers to give them practice
• A power-point presentation for teachers to use in class

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Provide your students with access to our instantly downloadable Thematic Updates
Packs for Pearson Edexcel A-level French and Spanish that will focus on the latest
themes and sub-themes to ensure their knowledge is up-to-date and current, enabling
them to deliver confident critical and analytical responses.

£100 + VAT each • Digital downloads
Pearson Edexcel A-level French Thematic Updates Packs 1–4 • Autumn 2021/Spring 2022
Pearson Edexcel A-level Spanish Thematic Updates Packs 1–4 • Autumn 2021/Spring 2022

Please note: digital download purchases are non-refundable.
More information coming soon!
Sign up for Languages eUpdates to stay up-to-date –
visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/eupdates

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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CPD RESOURCE PACKS

RELEVANT FOR ALL

A-LEVEL

A-level Languages Film and Literature
CPD Resource Packs
Deliver film and literature for A-level French, German and Spanish with ease and give your
students access to expert advice throughout the course. These brand-new online, downloadable
resource packs focus on the film/text and include a PowerPoint presentation with audio from
a subject specialist as well as additional materials to support both teachers and students,
specifically designed to build confidence, knowledge and skills.

A-LEVEL LANGUAGES

These resources are perfect for blended and remote learning.

£100 + VAT each • Digital downloads
A-level French
Au revoir les enfants 9781398320987
Entre les murs NEW! Coming Autumn 2021
Intouchables 978139832512
L’étranger 9781398317390
La Haine 9781398305670
No et moi 9781398317413
Un sac de billes 9781398317406

A-level German
Das Leben der Anderen 9781398316751
Der Besuch der alten Dame 9781398316768
Der Vorleser 9781398320970
Good Bye, Lenin 9781398317437

A-level Spanish
Crónica de una muerte anunciada 9781398317444
Como agua para chocolate 9781398317420
El laberinto del fauno 9781398317383
La casa de Bernarda Alba 9781398305687
Volver 9781398317451

What’s included in each Resource Pack?

⊲ PowerPoint slides
enhanced with audio
commentary to
help you build and
consolidate students’
knowledge
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⊲ Activity sheets
that can be used
throughout to embed
learning and develop
skills

⊲ Teacher notes and a
Scheme of Work

hoddereducation.co.uk/LanguagesAutumn2021

⊲ Sample essay
questions to help
students practise
exam technique and
understand how to
write an effective and
analytical essay

01295 222777

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

Workshop leaders: Karine Harrington and Tim Guilford
Online: Session 1 – Friday, 26th November 2021
Session 2 – Wednesday, 8th December 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: FLP261121
Delivered by leading experts Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington,
this online workshop, split across two afternoons, will explore
what a ‘Flipped Classroom’ really looks like, focus on why and
how you can flip your own teaching and provide ready-to-use
strategies for implementing it successfully.
• Explore how this practical pedagogic approach can increase pace
and build capacity in learners
• Hear advice and guidance on how you can build the skills you and
your students need to make it work
• Get ready to lead Flipped Learning in your own classroom and at
whole-school level
Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

KS3/GCSE

Session 1
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

The background to Flipped Learning
• Why Flipped Learning works
• How it works
• Building creativity in your KS3/4 classrooms

4.30pm

Break

4.40pm

The practicalities of Flipped Learning
• Planning
• Doing
• Seeing progress

5.30pm

Session ends

Session 2
3.30pm

Welcome back and sound checks

3.35pm

Using ICT (or not)?
• Easy things that have a big impact
• Making resources

4.30pm

Break

4.40pm

Sharing and consolidation
• Share ideas
• Collaborate
• Final thoughts

5.30pm

Workshop ends

ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOP

RELEVANT FOR ALL

A-LEVEL

Flipped Learning at A-level

Session 1

Workshop leader: Wilhelmenia Etoga Ngono

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

Online: Session 1 – Monday, 8th November 2021
Session 2 – Monday, 15th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT (includes access to both sessions)
Booking reference: FLP081121

3.35pm

Introduction to the principles of Flipped Learning
• Exploring the principles of flipped learning – how
can we flip what is traditionally seen as “classwork”
with “homework”?
• Dealing with possible barriers to successful flipping
• The flipped classroom and blended learning

4.30pm

Break

4.40pm

Strategies for the flipped classroom
• Build a portfolio of ideas for the classroom – how
best we can use it
• Discuss increasing the exploratory nature of
learning and raising your one to one interaction
with students.

• Learn and develop higher level learning opportunities for their
classroom

5.30pm

Session ends

• Discuss practical strategies to improve students’ independence
and study skills using a blended learning approach

Session 2

Don’t miss your chance to explore how you can flip your own
A-level lessons by registering on our online workshop – taking
place across two after-school sessions.
Join Flipped Learning expert Wilhelmenia Etoga Ngono to explore
how this practical pedagogic approach can increase pace and build
capacity in learners, plus hear advice and guidance on how you can
confidently lead Flipped Learning in your own classroom.

• Explore ideas to make assessment a more effective learning tool

3.30pm

Welcome back and sound checks

3.35pm

Strategies to deal with independent learning,
assessment and homework
• Review of the previous session – discussions
• Learn how to use homework to cover basic
knowledge and understanding

4.30pm

Break

4.40pm

Schemes of assessment
• Explore schemes of assessment and discuss
where best to assess students

5.30pm

Workshop ends

Your log-in includes 6-months’ access to the recordings of both
workshop sessions, so you can view it on demand as many times
as you need.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

RELEVANT FOR ALL TEACHERS

Flipped Learning in your Key Stage 3
& 4 classroom and beyond!

RELEVANT FOR ALL

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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Connecting learning for school,
home and the future

World-class and fully mapped curriculum resources that
can be used flexibly in the way that’s right for your school

Available for Key
Stages
3&4

Support
for students’
mental health and
wellbeing from
Kooth

Extend
learning
beyond school
with resources for
students and
families

Ongoing
professional
development for
teachers

“…eduu.school enables both a seamless user experience
and an agile, rapid delivery programme at national scale.”
- Chris Rothwell, Director of Education Microsoft Ltd

Find out more or sign up for a FREE trial at

hoddereducation.co.uk/eduu-secondary
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01295 222777
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BOOKING FORM

Fill in the booking form below and return it via post or fax:
Hodder Education, Blenheim Court, George Street, Banbury, OX16 5BH

01295 222745

Booking reference:
Delegate name(s):
Job title(s):
Email address*:
Establishment name:
Address:
Postcode:
Telephone:

Date:

Purchase order number:
Please specify any special dietary requirements (e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten free):
*We need your email address in order to send you information about your event. If you would also like to receive the latest news, free resources
and discounts from Hodder Education, please sign up for eUpdates from the Hodder Education Group** by ticking this box For full details of our Privacy Notice,
please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button in the eUpdates or by going online and
managing your preferences.
**The Hodder Education Group consists of Hodder & Stoughton Limited, Rising Stars UK Limited and Galore Park Publishing Limited. Your data controller is Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the Hachette UK Group of companies where our systems are shared.
These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these respective companies (the “Group”).
Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), you will receive confirmation via email of your place, a full VAT invoice will then be posted to you.
Final details are emailed approximately 2 weeks before the date of the event. Our full Terms and Conditions are available on our website.
Our cancellation policy is as follows - 15 days or more prior to the event = no charge. Within 14 days of the event = Full charge.
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